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The Ukraine war will go down as a serious turning point in European post-war history. After the 

Ukraine war, there is the threat of a cold war with Russia and closely allied states such as Belarus. 

The war divides the world community into two blocs: Governments that condemn Putin as the 

aggressor and those that openly support Russia or declare themselves neutral. The isolation of 

Russia sought by the West cannot be achieved as long as countries representing about half of the 

world's population refuse to condemn Russia. Bloc formation has become a reality and under-

scores the trend toward deglobalization. 

The Russian military recently named objectives of the “military action”, which primarily include 

control over the entire Donbass region and the occupation of the port city of Mariupol to secure 

a land route to Crimea. It remains to be seen whether this limitation of the war's objectives is 

once again a smokescreen or should nevertheless be understood as an indication of de-escalation. 

After all, by achieving these goals, Putin could be talking about a victory that could be celebrated 

in time for May 9. This day of the German surrender in 1945 is celebrated every year in Russia as 

a day of great victory and has enormous symbolic power as an important Russian holiday. 

In any case, Russia will have to pay dearly for such a victory. The war has welded the West to-

gether in a way that could hardly have been expected and has promoted developments that stand 

in strong contrast to Putin's goals. Even if Ukraine were to renounce membership in NATO, accel-

erated accession to the EU would be a rejection of the neutral status demanded by Moscow. At 

the same time, the war has revived interest in NATO membership in Sweden and Finland and 

caused a wave of military rearmament in Europe. 

The full economic impact of the sanctions and the move away from Russia as an energy supplier 

to Europe will only become apparent in the coming years. The country is already suffering from a 

weak ruble, high interest rates and a severe recession with rising unemployment. A European 

renunciation of Russian energy supplies would hit Russia hard, but since there is currently a global 

energy shortage, it can be assumed that Russia will find new sales channels for its raw materials, 

even if this would require price concessions and massive investments in the transport infrastruc-

ture. 
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However, the economic consequences for the West and for Europe in particular are also severe 

as the duration of the war increases. Europe is already paying a high price in the form of sharply 

increased energy costs. If Russia were to unilaterally decide to cut off supplies of raw materials, a 

recession in Europe would hardly be avoidable. Putin is also likely to see the brutal destruction of 

Ukrainian infrastructure as a means of destabilizing Europe. On the one hand, taking in millions 

of refugees is likely to overwhelm the willingness of individual countries to help to date and lead 

to distribution struggles within Europe; on the other hand, billions of dollars in holes in the Ukrain-

ian budget will have to be covered from foreign sources, not to mention the enormous recon-

struction costs that will fall on the West. 

The fatal energy dependence on Russia hangs over Europe like a sword of Damocles.  A rapid exit 

from Russian oil and gas must therefore be the overriding goal. To this end, the EU presented an 

extremely ambitious plan in March of this year under the name "REPowerEU", which envisages 

complete independence from fossil energy from Russia by the year 2030. The particularly critical 

gas dependency is to be significantly reduced by the end of next year through several steps: 

 Import of liquefied natural gas (LNG) from countries such as the US, Qatar and Algeria.  

 Construction of additional LNG ports in Europe and expansion of capacities to convert 
liquefied natural gas back into gas (regasification).  

 Reduction of natural gas demand through expansion of renewable energy. 

 Increasing energy efficiency (lower thermostat levels, heat pumps, etc.).  

 Decision by EU heads of government to expand gas caverns and fill existing storage 
tanks to at least 80% by November 1 in order to avoid bottlenecks in winter. 

The re-election of President Manuel Macron in France has strengthened Europe and averted a 

crisis that would have occurred with the election of the right-wing nationalist and euroskeptic 

Marine Le Pen. Nevertheless, the elections in France, as most recently in Hungary, show that the 

extreme parties of the right and left spectrums have gained support at the expense of represent-

atives of the political center. Growing discontent over stagnating real wages and unequal living 

conditions, which are often blamed on globalization, as well as the economic consequences of 

the pandemic, loss of purchasing power due to inflation and immigration, are driving citizens into 

the camp of parties that offer supposedly simple solutions to pent-up social problems and prop-

agate national self-determination. 

Despite multiple pressures, the economy in Europe has so far proved resilient. There is still pent-

up demand on the part of consumers, who could provide a boost to the economy when the pan-

demic and the war subside. Massive investments in European energy and military infrastructure 
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will support the economy. Monetary policy will become more restrictive, but the overdue consol-

idation of fiscal policy is likely to be suspended again in favor of supporting growth. 
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